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Introduction
In early May 2018, al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) issued a communiqué urging its
followers to attack foreigners in countries across the Sahel, including Mauritania.1 Nearly a year later,
jihadists have not made good on this threat in Mauritania, underscoring how far the country has
come from the wave of attacks it faced from 2005 to 2011.2
Since this violent period, Mauritania has proven remarkably resilient against jihadism, despite the
presence of factors that breed extremism: deep social cleavages, corruption, authoritarianism,
mounting economic despair, and the presence of nearby jihadi safe havens and foreign battlefields,
most recently in Mali. According to government sources, Mauritania has weathered the storm partly
due to an adroit mix of dialogue and rehabilitation with some imprisoned jihadists and harsh judicial
punishment for others, along with greater surveillance and control over mosques and Islamic schools.
The latter seems particularly important in the official narrative, according to which Mauritania’s
strong historical tradition of Islamic scholarship and learning serves to inoculate would-be radicals
from the misguided ideas of jihadism. But this narrative obscures the deeper socioeconomic roots of
radicalization.
Drawing from fieldwork in Mauritania and interviews with officials, clerics, and ex-jihadists, this
paper surveys these roots of radicalization and assesses the durability of the regime’s response,
focusing in particular on the co-option of outspoken Salafi clerics with ties to the jihadists. Though
the violent jihadi trend is not dominant among its Islamists, Mauritania has long produced a
significant number of jihadists in regional militant groups, especially relative to its small population
size. Mauritanians continue to fight in jihadi organizations in the Sahel (particularly in Mali) and
some have filled high-ranking positions, most notably in al-Qaeda—often as spiritual and legal
figures.3 Meanwhile, formerly imprisoned Mauritanian Salafi scholars are given latitude to preach
and speak on political matters—sometimes skirting the boundaries of militancy—provided they do
not directly threaten the government. The government also allows its media outlets to publish
statements by Saharan and Sahelian jihadi groups. Jihadi violence in Mauritania is thus
circumscribed by firm state control and conventional military counterterrorism, leavened with
tactical permissiveness toward jihadi media and “soft” measures such as clerical intercession with
imprisoned jihadists.
The government has put forward this “Mauritanian model” of rehabilitation, societal resilience, and
clerical co-option as a template that can be replicated elsewhere, hosting conferences to promote this
idea. U.S. officials have sometimes echoed this line, praising Mauritania as an exemplar of
“countering violent extremism.”4 But such methods of dealing with violent jihadism—and Salafism
writ large—are not necessarily replicable; rather, they are the products of calculated ambiguity and a
political gamble, and are therefore unreliable.
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The government’s triumphalist narrative is ultimately built on a shaky foundation, especially given
Mauritania’s bleak socioeconomic picture, ongoing corruption, and existing societal tensions—
afflictions that violent extremists have exploited in the past.

The Sociopolitical and Religious Landscape
A vast desert country with a small population of just over 4 million, Mauritania is beset by a dizzying
array of socioeconomic problems and by an authoritarianism that have made it vulnerable to
instability and jihadi violence. Literacy hovers at just above 50 percent.5 Despite the presence of
abundant resources—iron ore, natural gas, and fish stocks, to list a few—it currently ranks 159 out
of 189 countries in the United Nations Human Development Index.6 Politically, Mauritania has
long experienced repressive conditions, persecution of journalists and activists, and military
interference. Freedom House describes the country as “not free” and ranks it near the bottom on
scores of civil and political rights.7 International observers and domestic critics see the country’s
presidential elections—the latest of which is due this year—as little more than a facade to perpetuate
the rule of a narrow clique of military and commercial elites. Corruption among these elites is
endemic; Transparency International ranks Mauritania 144 out of 180 countries for perceptions of
public sector corruption.8
Mauritania is also defined by strict ethno-linguistic and racial stratification. The main divide, which
affects political and economic life, is between an elite, former slave-owning caste, the bidane—ArabBerbers, also known as “white moors”—and the haratine—former slaves and their descendants
(known as “black moors”), who only gained their freedom with the official abolition of slavery in
1981. Slavery is an issue and a history that remains deeply contentious in Mauritania today, with
haratine activists and outside rights organizations charging that its practice still persists.9 The bidane
and haratine comprise 70 percent of the population; the remaining 30 percent consist of AfroMauritanian ethnicities hailing from the south.10 Relations among these groups are fraught due to
disparities in social class and to ethno-linguistic tensions, as well as long-standing bitterness due to a
purge of black military officers in 1987, intercommunal violence on both sides of the border with
Senegal in 1989, and subsequent state crackdowns targeting black Mauritanians. Successive
governments led by serving or former military officers have only worsened the cleavages by
concentrating wealth among business networks of elite bidane, perpetuating corruption, and keeping
the education system decrepit.11
At its core, Mauritania’s domestic jihadi violence can be seen as a reaction against worsening
domestic factors: demographic fissures, socioeconomic misery, corruption, and the policies of
2

successive military regimes that have closed the political space for Islamist currents and free
expression. Ideologically, however, militant jihadism has drawn on long-standing Islamic traditions
in the country,12 and especially aspects of the literalist, conservative variant known as Salafism. While
Salafism in Mauritania stretches back centuries, its modern manifestation received a boost from the
influx of Saudi and Gulf funding beginning in the 1960s as well as the increased travel of students to
the Gulf, a process that had actually begun decades earlier during the colonial era.13 Yet these
influences have been molded by Mauritania’s local sociopolitical context and endogenous Islamic
practices.14 In particular, Salafism and its militant expression has been shaped and to an extent
tempered by Mauritania’s heritage of Islamic learning and scholarship. Religious knowledge has
historically been accorded a high social status.15 Moreover, the country has a strong tradition of
Maliki jurisprudence, stemming back to the period of the Al Murabit (Almoravid), a Berber dynasty
that ruled the western Maghreb and Andalusia in the eleventh century.16 Throughout the centuries,
Maliki juridical traditions were perpetuated by Mauritania’s zwaya caste, a bidane tribal network
described by one Mauritanian scholar as an “occupational group” with premodern, Berber roots that
sees itself as the guarantor of religious and mystical knowledge. 17
But perhaps the most unique and influential religious institutions in contemporary Mauritania—
with important implications for its counterterrorism strategy—are the Islamic schools known as
mahadir (singular mahdara), which are often described in the press as “desert seminaries.”18
Originating in the nomadism of the desert, and reportedly dating back to the time of the Al Murabit
dynasty, they provide free Islamic instruction to males and females, starting at age six or seven and
continuing through their twenties.19 The instruction includes the Quran, the hadith (sayings of the
Prophet Muhammad), and fiqh (jurisprudence), as well as Arabic grammar, logic, arithmetic,
rhetoric, and literature.20
Understudied and the subject of many ill-founded assumptions, the mahadir also attracted foreign
students from across the Islamic world, some of whom were drawn by an idealized vision of desert
austerity that comported well with their picture of Islam during the time of the Prophet Muhammad
and his companions.21 The mahadir thus served as important forum for the commingling of different
Islamic currents, including figures that would become high-ranking members in al-Qaeda and other
jihadi groups, many of them from Algeria and Libya.22 This prompted a heavy government effort
starting in 2005 to regulate and oversee the mahadir, including the registration and tracking of
students and vetting of curricula—what one former minister of Islamic affairs called “control and
containment.”23
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The Rise of Islamist Dissent
The modern jihadi challenge in Mauritania developed against this backdrop of Islamic tradition and
more modern demographic, economic, and political changes, including growing authoritarianism
and the rise of political Islam. In the 1970s, severe drought conditions in rural areas resulted in rapid
urbanization. The dislocation created by this shift created new opportunities for empowering
ideologies to challenge entrenched hierarchies, especially among the new arrivals to urban areas who
often lacked social capital.
Initially, leftist groups had some success among these uprooted populations, particularly in the
capital, but by the late 1970s Islamist movements had started to supplant them.24 The rise of the
latter was facilitated by an influx of Gulf funding of mosques, charities, and institutes starting in the
late 1960s, as well as a concerted Arabization and Islamization program by the country’s successive
military rulers.25 By the mid-1980s several Islamist movements had taken root in the country, the
strongest of which were the Muslim Brotherhood, the Tablighi Jama’at, and the Salafists, who
became increasingly active in politics and nonviolent activism, particularly against corruption.26 But
very quickly these movements ran up against the state.
Mauritania’s rulers, many of them either military officers or former ones, have approached Islamists
with a mix of co-option, regulation, and repression to shore up their sagging legitimacy ever since
the establishment of the country as an Islamic Republic in 1960.27 The reign of Colonel Maaouya
Ould Taya is particularly important here, especially in the context of jihadi violence. From 1984
(when he seized power in a coup) until 2005, his rule was marked by seesaw relations with Islamists
and Salafists, with a cycle of endorsement, arrests, and pardons, which may have contributed to
further radicalization. Under pressure from the international community to democratize, Taya
announced the implementation of a multiparty electoral system in 1991. But the opening proved
illusory. As Islamists and in particular Salafists became increasingly active, more restrictions
followed.28
In 1991, Taya tightened the state’s control over clerics with the creation, as part of the constitution,
of a religious oversight body called the High Islamic Council.29 In 1992, he refused to recognize the
efforts of Islamists to form a political party on the grounds that the country was already an Islamic
republic.30 In 1994, after Mauritania’s first municipal elections, in which Islamists and other
oppositionists won 17 of 208 districts, the government took even harsher measures, arresting scores
and banning several Islamic associations and clubs.31 A popular cleric named Mohamed Ould Sidi
Yahya was briefly placed under house arrest while other clerics endured far worse, including
deportation, imprisonment, alleged torture, and release only after confessions on state television.32
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Yet the Islamists were not cowed; many simply shifted to educational and charitable activities, or
shifted their organizations underground.33 Others fled abroad only to return with an even stronger
resolve against the government.34 And a minority resorted to violence.35
The Jihadi Challenge
The Salafi jihadi challenge that started under the Taya regime and rattled Mauritania from 2005 to
2011 was sparked by the country’s worsening domestic situation and fueled by regional
developments. But it also traced its lineage back to a confluence of local and global events decades
prior. In the 1980s, young Mauritanians went to Afghanistan to fight the Soviets, connecting to
global jihadi networks in the process; several of them would ascend to the upper ranks of al-Qaeda.
This generation can be considered the progenitors of the most recent cohort of jihadists and its most
famous representative is Mahfouz Ould al-Walid, hereafter referred to by his nom de guerre, Abu
Hafs al-Mauritani.36 His motivations and his journey in and out of jihad carry lessons for
understanding the trajectories of more contemporary jihadists.
Born in southwest Mauritania into the Idab-Lihsen, a zwaya tribe famous for its religious
scholarship, al-Mauritani received a traditional mahdara education and graduated from the Saudifunded Advanced Institute for Islamic Studies and Research in Nouakchott.37 Renowned as a poet,
he traveled to Sudan and Afghanistan where he became a judicial and religious adviser to Osama bin
Laden before breaking with al-Qaeda before the 2001 attacks on the United States. The United
States suspected al-Mauritani of some type of involvement in planning the attacks on the U.S.
embassies in Kenya and Tanzania in 1998 and on the USS Cole in Yemen in 2000—an accusation
that he denies.38 After a period of detention in Iran, he returned to Mauritania in 2012 where he was
imprisoned and then released.39
The turn of the millennium saw a new surge of jihadi mobilization. Just as the Soviet invasion of
Afghanistan had mobilized al-Mauritani and others before, young Mauritanians were now incensed
by the U.S. wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and the suffering of Muslims in Palestine and Chechnya.
Those who were unable to travel and fight in these struggles turned their rage on the regime. At the
same time, new jihadi battlefields opened in the Sahel and Sahara. The spillover of Algeria’s civil war
spawned the creation of the Groupe Salafiste pour la Prédication et le Combat (Salafist Group for
Preaching and Combat, GSPC), which was later rebranded as AQIM.40 The Taya regime’s
association with the Western-led war on terror after September 11 provided powerful fodder for
militants to mobilize against it. Commenting on this dynamic, one Salafi cleric formerly connected
to the jihadists spoke bitterly about the regime’s counterterror “marketplace,” arguing that it actually
increased the radicalism it sought to diminish. “The person who fights terrorism creates terrorism,”
he noted.41
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The latter phase of Taya’s rule provided the spark for attacks by jihadists. In April 2003, he
undertook the most severe crackdown since 1994, detaining thirty-five Muslim clerics, judges, and
other figures.42 Among them was Mohamed El Hacen Ould Dedew, an immensely popular cleric,
who had attracted a following among Mauritanian youth since the turn of the millennium, partly
through his criticism of the country’s foreign policy, such as its alignment with American
counterterrorism and its burgeoning ties with Israel.43
Mosques, schools, and institutes outside of state control were shuttered and the minister for Islamic
affairs at the time famously threatened to “turn the mosques into bakeries”—a crude boast that
would become a lightning rod for jihadists who accused the Taya regime of heresy and hypocrisy.44
In the years that followed, coup attempts (in June 2003 and August 2004) gave further pretext for
the government to go after Islamists, even though there is no evidence they were connected.45 The
alleged torture of those detained was cited later by young jihadists as part of the motivation for the
wave of violence that followed.46
That wave started in June 2005 when over 150 GSPC fighters stormed a military base in the
country’s northeast, killing fifteen Mauritanian soldiers. In a statement, the GSPC decried the
Mauritanian regime’s association with the U.S.-led war on terror and stated that the attack was “to
avenge our brothers imprisoned by the miscreant regime in Nouakchott.”47 Over the next six years,
Mauritania was rattled by fourteen attacks on its soil, conducted by Mauritanian GSPC and AQIM
cells, as well as cross-border attacks by those same groups operating out of northern Mali. The
terrorists struck foreign targets—embassies, aid workers, and tourists—as well as the regime’s
security forces.48 The scale and ferocity of the violence was unprecedented in the country, prompting
a flurry of introspection and reflection among local and foreign observers.
Who Are the Jihadists?
Profiles of Mauritanian jihadists—imprisoned suspects as well as those confirmed killed at home and
abroad—come from government sources and must necessarily be treated with caution. Still, ethnic
and socioeconomic patterns can be discerned. According to one widely cited case, out of seventy
arrested persons (included those accused of violence and their supporters), bidane accounted for
nearly 75 percent while haratine and Afro-Mauritanians made up 17 percent and 9 percent
respectively.49 Economically, the majority of them were from middle- or lower-income backgrounds,
and most were under the age of thirty.50 Other common experiences seemed to link their lives:
underemployment and delinquency, service or attempted service in the army, followed by a
conversion to Salafism in a mosque and then recruitment and training for jihad, usually in northern
Mali, Algeria, or, less frequently, remote parts of Mauritania.51 Many passed through a mahdara,
though, as mentioned above, officials and scholars deny that this was the direct source of
radicalization or recruitment.52 Even so, the presence of jihadists from Libya, Algeria, and Mali in
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these schools spurred a concerted government effort to monitor foreign attendance starting in
2005.53
Another data set provided by a Mauritanian scholar connected to the rehabilitation effort comprises
twenty-one deceased Mauritanian jihadists, four of whom died in the country and the rest outside it.
Here too the vast majority of them were young, usually between seventeen and twenty-one years old,
and overwhelmingly bidane (only four were haratine).54 One of them, a twenty-two year old member
of the haratine named Abu Ubayda al-Basri, who attacked the French embassy in 2009 in
Mauritania’s first suicide bombing, seems to have embodied many of the common traits among
jihadists, especially the alienation born of urbanization.55 Having moved to Nouakchott from the
desert town of Dar El-Barka, his working-class parents raised him in the hardscrabble neighborhood
of Basra. He was the fourth of eight children and his upbringing was not especially pious, according
to his mother. Though he avoided petty criminality, his early life was marked by successive failures:
two failed attempts at his baccalaureate and a rejection from the gendarmerie in 2008.56 That same
year, he left home, apparently to attend a jihadi training camp in Algeria or northern Mali, based on
a subsequent video released by AQIM.57
The story of al-Basri’s underachievement and the troubled family lives and criminality of other
suspects have given officials a useful diagnosis of the root causes of jihadism. They often add that
jihadi violence was enabled by a faulty or “incorrect” understanding of Islamic texts.58 To be sure,
these psychological, socioeconomic, and educational dimensions exist. But what is clear from the
pronouncements of several prominent jihadists is that their use of violence is also politically
motivated and directed against real and well-articulated grievances, such as Mauritania’s relations
with the West, authoritarianism, torture, and corruption.
Nowhere is this political dimension more apparent than in the worldview of a pivotal cell leader in
Mauritania’s AQIM network, Khadim Ould Semane. Born in 1974, Semane worked as a used-car
dealer and studied briefly at a Sufi school in Senegal before drifting back to Nouakchott. He
reportedly led a bohemian lifestyle that included frequenting nightclubs before his “awakening” and
attendance at Salafi mosques. Angered by the U.S. invasion of Iraq, he went to northern Mali and, at
some point, was reportedly directed by the AQIM commander Mokhtar Belmokhtar to set up
clandestine cells in Mauritania.59 Swept up in Taya’s arrests of jihadists in 2005, Ould Semane
escaped from prison in 2006 only to be captured again in 2008.60 In a 2006 interview, he listed his
motivations, which included the corrupting threat of foreign influence on the oneness of God
(tawhid), the pervasive role of U.S. and Israeli intelligence, the need to liberate Muslim lands from
unbelievers, and especially the torture of Mauritanian clerics.61 Discrimination by the regime toward
citizens of the country’s south also featured heavily in these accusations of torture.62 (Ironically,
many of the clerics cited by Ould Semane were later deployed against him during a governmentsponsored program of re-indoctrination and rehabilitation.)
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The Government’s Response: Blending Crackdown and Dialogue
Mauritania’s government confronted the jihadi challenge through a number of “hard”
counterterrorism measures that included arrests, raids, the creation of new military and intelligence
capabilities, strengthened border control, and increased cooperation with both the United States and
regional neighbors.63
But it also took the fight into the realm of theology and doctrine to dissuade imprisoned jihadists (a
vague and broad category that included those who committed violent acts, supported them, or
sympathized with them) of the legitimacy of violence against the state.64 In pursing this “soft”
counterterrorism approach, the state mobilized its religious bureaucracy into lengthy sessions of
dialogue, debate, and re-indoctrination with the jihadists combined with programs to help them
reintegrate into society through the intercession of family members and jobs training.65
The central figure enlisted by the regime was the popular cleric Mohamed El Hacen Ould Dedew.
His overtures had a particular effect on Ould Semane, who had attended Dedew’s mosque and had
reportedly served as his bodyguard.66 But more important was an ideological affinity. Dedew’s
criticism of the government, especially its corruption and its alignment with the West in the war on
terror, paralleled the grievances of Ould Semane and other jihadists.67 His repeated incarceration
added to his credibility.
In 2009, Dedew, in conjunction with other Islamists from the Muslim Brotherhood–affiliated
Tawassoul party, reportedly proposed the government’s initiative to the prisoners, who by this time
numbered roughly seventy.68 What followed at first were exchanges in the local press before face-toface dialogue took place in prison in January 2010. Besides Dedew, a broad swath of clerics
participated over successive rounds, including pro-government figures such as Ahmedou Ould
Lemrabott Ould Habibou Rahman, the imam of the Grand Mosque in Nouakchott, and Hamdan
Ould al-Tah, the secretary general of the League of Mauritanian Ulama.69
So did clerical figures with closer connections to the jihadists: Abu Hafs al-Mauritani and Ahmed
Mazid Ould Abdel Haq, an important Salafi scholar with jihadi leanings. A student of the venerated
Salafi cleric Buddah Ould al-Busayri, Ould Abdel Haq taught at the Advanced Institute for Islamic
Studies and Research where one of his students was al-Mauritani. Like al-Mauritani, Ould Abdel
Haq was drawn to bin Laden; in the late 1990s he went to Khartoum where he tutored bin Laden’s
sons in Arabic until the al-Qaeda leader fled to Pakistan and Afghanistan.70 He was imprisoned by
the regime from 2005 until 2007 on the basis of collaboration with AQIM. Ould Abdel Haq
reportedly attributes his delayed release, after other Islamists had been freed, to the regime’s desire to
use Salafi prisoners as a form of barter with the West.71
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As the government’s first dialogue efforts with the jihadists started in 2010, Ould Abdel Haq
criticized the initial composition of the clerical committees as too broad in outlook, since they
comprised Sufis, Malikis, Muslim Brotherhood adherents, and Salafists. But more importantly, he
argued, they included former government officials who were notorious for their crackdown on
Islamists.72 After a presidential pardon in 2010 when thirty-five prisoners were released, Ould Abdel
Haq and others successfully advocated in 2012 a different approach for the hardcore detainees: a
three-person committee comprised of himself, Dedew, and another cleric who was a presidential
counselor and also trusted by the detainees.73
In the sessions that followed over the next seventeen days, Ould Abdel Haq and others deployed a
variety of approaches in their dialogue with the jihadists. They started with a recognition that, even
in the latter stages of the dialogue, those who were imprisoned had not necessarily committed violent
acts. Among the central ideas deployed by the cleric in the dialogue was the Islamic scriptural
precedent of “security” or “a guarantee” (al-‘aman) for foreign and non-Islamic guests inside
Mauritania—categorized as “protected persons” (al-musta’min). “If an infidel fights us kill him,” he
said he told the detainees, “if he enters the country peacefully with a visa you can’t kill him.”74 In
addition, Ould Abdel Haq told them it was lawful to call for sharia in the country but not to use
violence to do so. To bolster these arguments, he not only drew from the Quran and hadith but also
more contemporary thinkers, some of them former jihadi ideologues. Among the latter, he cited the
towering Syrian ideologue Abd-al Mun’im Mustafa Halima (also known as Abu Basir al-Tartusi)
whose condemnation of al-Qaeda’s suicide bombings in London marked a major salvo in jihadi
juridical debates about killing civilians.75 Specifically, al-Tartusi deployed the concept of a
“covenant” (‘ahd) of security between Muslims residing in non-Muslim countries and non-Muslims
residing in Muslim states.76
These themes were repeated by another respected Salafi cleric who joined latter rounds of dialogue
following his release from prison. In an interview in early 2018, he acknowledged the jihadists’
frustration at corruption and their desire to be ruled by Islamic law. “Muslims want to be governed
by their religion; this is not extremism,” he said.77 Despite this, he told the imprisoned jihadists that
it was impermissible to use force to demand Islamic law and that the government, for all of its
imperfections, presented the opportunity to call for Islamic law.78
Were the dialogues successful? When thirty-five prisoners were amnestied in 2010, government
architects of the program and supportive clerics answered a resounding yes.79 The very prospect of
dialogue split the prisoners into two groups, one that welcomed the intercession and another, more
hostile and recalcitrant group led by Ould Semane.80 Semane was especially defiant; in one of the
sessions he wore a white T-shirt upon which he had drawn a grenade, an assault rifle, and the words
“al-Qaeda.”81 He wrote letters to Dedew and Ould Abdel Haq accusing them of betraying the Salafi
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creed and marshaled an array of clerics—mostly from Saudi Arabia, Yemen, and Jordan—to refute
their arguments for moderation and peaceful activism.82
Beyond some of the jihadists’ obstinacy, several other caveats apply to the Mauritanian model of
dialogue. First, the regime was circumspect from the beginning about those it considered
redeemable. The criteria for choosing those to be released was often opaque, at least according to the
dialogue’s clerical participants. At the conclusion of their initial sessions, Dedew and his clerics
recommended freeing those who had not participated in violence and lighter sentences for the rest.
He was reportedly shocked when lengthy prison terms and death sentences were handed down
instead. 83 Though the sentences have not been carried out as of this writing, they nevertheless show
that the “soft” approach was always accompanied by punitive measures including incarceration and,
reportedly, torture.84
Second, the reintegration of ex-prisoners has reportedly been uneven. According to local media, the
government provided micro-funds to each of the pardoned detainees to start their own incomeproducing projects such as the selling of phone credit and buying, fixing, and selling cars.85 Yet,
according to a released prisoner and to a cleric who participated in the dialogue and maintains
contact with former prisoners, the government has not kept its promises of providing sustainable
jobs for the young men.86 Among those still imprisoned, rights activists have alleged that the
government is denying them access to census documentation, which effectively cuts off their
children’s access to certain schooling and overseas medical care.87 Echoing this, in an extensive
interview in 2015, the cleric Ould Abdel Haq said that parts of the prison dialogue had failed, listing
a lack of follow-up by the government as one of several deficiencies. Even so, he acknowledged that
the endeavor had helped stem recruitment into the jihadists’ ranks.88
For nearly a decade, Mauritania has not had a major terrorist attack on its soil—a remarkable
turnaround, given the spate of violence that shook the country from 2005 to 2011. But questions
remain about the durability of the peace, as well as its price. Most famously, a document dated
March 2010 that was recovered from Osama bin Laden’s compound during the 2011 raid by U.S.
Special Operations Forces hints at a quid pro quo deal between AQIM and the Mauritanian
government. In return for the freeing of its imprisoned members and paying a fee to militants,
AQIM would agree to cease attacks on Mauritanian soil.89 Feeding into this suspicion was the
Mauritanian government’s release in 2015 of Sidi Mohamed Ould Mohamed Ould Boumama, a
former spokesperson for a branch of AQIM in Mali called Ansar Dine, which baffled many
observers.90 Yet the Mauritanian government and figures close to al-Qaeda have denied any
agreement. And at any rate, many of hardline AQIM prisoners, like Ould Semane, have not been
released.91
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What seems more likely is that the government has pursued a policy of calculated ambiguity in its
foreign and domestic policy that serves as a pressure release and insulates itself from jihadi critiques.
A key example of this approach occurred during the 2013 French-led military intervention in
northern Mali against a coalition of jihadists and Tuareg separatists. Dubbed Operation Serval, the
campaign proved to be a major source of societal debate and clerical opposition in Mauritania.92 As
it unfolded, thirty-nine Mauritanian clerics issued a fatwa condemning the intervention as a
neocolonialist campaign and exhorting citizens—but not the government directly—to stand in
solidarity with their fellow Muslims in Mali. Beyond this statement, several voices added to the
chorus of condemnation, including the Muslim Brotherhood–affiliated Tawassoul party and the
cleric Dedew.93
Though it had intervened in Mali in 2010 and 2011 to pursue AQIM, the Mauritanian government
did not elect to join Operation Serval in 2013. Instead, it focused on fortifying the 2,237-kilometerlong border with Mali, a policy of defensive containment akin to that pursued by Algeria.94 Whether
or not this was tied to domestic pressure from the clerics is unclear; at the very least, it was one factor
of many that influenced the government’s calculus. And the government’s resulting reticence on
Mali cannot be ruled out as one of the reasons for the lack of AQIM attacks on Mauritanian soil. In
an interview last year, an influential Mauritanian cleric close to the jihadists cited this as one of the
reasons. “The Mauritanians didn’t attack Mali,” he said, “but Chad, Niger, and Burkina Faso did, so
they got attacked.”95 In addition, the draw of Mali as a battlefield diverted youths who might
otherwise direct their ire against the regime—though many of them were reportedly drawn to Mali
by cross-border tribal ties as much as by religious ideology.96
Aside from this foreign policy ambivalence, the Mauritanian government has allowed the country’s
media organizations to serve as conduits for jihadi messaging. These outlets have provided platforms
for regional jihadi groups to post statements and communiqués, while at the same time offering
exclusive reportage and insights that are valuable for counterterrorism researchers. 97 Much of this
may reflect pure expediency and opportunism on the part of Sahelian jihadi organizations: some of
their spokespersons are Mauritanian. And the news agencies themselves put forward this access as
proof of their independence and their diligence in reporting jihadism.98 Even so, the permissiveness
suggests that some degree of buy-in from the Mauritanian government is probably also at play.
The government has created space for some outspoken clerics to continue speaking and preaching,
provided they do not cross certain redlines such as calling for violence against it. For example, the
cleric Mohamed Salem Ould Mohamed Lemine, also known al-Majlissi,99 has been able to keep
expounding his hardline views on democracy, specifically U.S. efforts to subvert Islam through
projects such as “Democratic Islam,”100 and his critique of neocolonialism. 101 He has also criticized
the pro-government imam of Nouakchott’s Grand Mosque.102 In 2015, he was briefly arrested on
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the suspicion of supporting the self-proclaimed Islamic State.103 Though he was released, he
continues his role as a provocateur.
Abu Hafs al-Mauritani, in particular, is given a degree of latitude. He has spoken favorably of jihad
against foreign occupation but criticized the jihadists’ attempts to topple Muslim governments and
has condemned the Islamic State. With regard to Mauritania’s politics, he presents himself as a
principled, loyal oppositionist. For example, in early 2018 he criticized the government’s invitation
to the grand imam of Egypt’s al-Azhar Mosque to attend a counterextremism conference in
Nouakchott. 104
Such figures are allowed some stridency but within the boundaries proscribed and enforced by the
government. Government supporters of this mix of coercion and co-option have argued that it has
defanged the ideology of the violent jihadists, leaving them without a spiritual guide. “The jihadists
don’t have a head,” said one of them.105
Even so, the question then becomes how much of the clerics’ moderation is temporary and tactical.
The case of the prominent cleric Mohamed Ould Ahmed Zarouq (known as al-Sha’ir or “the Poet”),
whose imprisonment was cited by Khadim Ould Semane in 2006 as one of his grievances against the
government, is illustrative. In 2009, Zarouq wrote a letter renouncing militancy against Muslim
governments, but only because it was impractical and the jihadists had no chance of winning.
Toward the other exclusionary and extremist aspects of jihadi ideology, particularly his endorsement
of takfir (the excommunication of Muslims), he never relented.106

Conclusion: Looming Risks
Jihadi violence in Mauritania has peaked and appears to have been contained through a mix of
coercion and co-option. Meanwhile, Salafi impulses toward political activism and party politics
appear to have been stifled as well; the Salafi cleric Ahmed Mazid Ould Abdel Haq told an
interviewer that Salafists do not have the financial or human capital to establish a party.107 Thus,
Salafism in the country seems to be confined to two poles, each centered on nonviolent preaching
and media: a pro-government strain embodied in the figure of the imam of the Grand Mosque,
Ahmedou Ould Lemrabott Ould Habibou Rahman, and a more activist and critical one embodied
by Abu Hafs al-Mauritani and al-Majlissi that is provocative but still respects the regime’s redlines.
Yet the government’s triumphalism should be treated with care. Mauritania remains mired in
corruption and poverty. Peripheral and border areas, the sites of much jihadi activity, desperately
need development.108 The recent discovery of offshore gas on the border with Senegal has brought an
attendant influx of foreign direct investment, raising hopes for economic improvement.109 Yet some
12

Mauritanian observers privately wonder whether the money will reach the public, given the
government’s corruption and nontransparency.110 And, perversely, the windfall could be new fodder
for the jihadists’ critique of the government: AQIM may try to portray the investments as
infringements on the country’s sovereignty.
Added to this is the growing authoritarianism and clampdown on free speech by the regime of
President Mohamed Ould Abdel Aziz, who won the election in 2009 and again in 2014.111 In
January 2019, He seemed dispel rumors that he would seek a third term by endorsing the candidacy
of one of his longtime loyalists, Defense Minister Mohamed Ould Ghazouani, for the presidential
elections due later this year. Observers of Mauritania saw this as a skillful move to perpetuate the
grip on power of the president’s coterie of elites drawn from the Union for the Republic Party—as
well as the tradition of military influence over politics.112 In the run-up to the election, Ould Abdel
Aziz has also cracked down on Islamists. In September 2018, for example, he closed the Center for
Training Islamic Scholars run by the cleric Dedew, accusing it of promoting radicalism: in a speech
before a military parade, he said it was necessary to safeguard a “correct” Islam against the distortions
of the Muslim Brotherhood.113 The continued closure of political space for Islamists and the future
imprisonment of venerated clerics like Dedew could inspire a new cadre of Mauritanian militants,
repeating a cycle of the past.
All of this suggests that the specter of violent jihadism has not disappeared. To be sure, Mauritania is
not a base for a base for the Islamic State, despite alarmist predictions, and the percentage of young
Mauritanians joining jihadi groups abroad has dwindled in the last several years.114 But jihadi groups
continue to exploit the unregulated media and use the country’s territory as a thoroughfare and
logistical base.115 A resurgent AQIM in Mali and Burkina Faso remains a potent threat, given its
May 2018 communiqué urging attacks on foreigners in the Sahel. Moreover, Mauritania’s longtime
reticence about sustained, extraterritorial military operations, which may have insulated it from
jihadi attacks, is changing. Specifically, it has recently raised its regional profile in the G5 Sahel—a
regional security and counterterrorism coalition of five Sahelian countries that has struggled with
organization and resources.116 In tandem with future cross-border operations, this growing
prominence could give Mauritania-focused jihadists a new propaganda boon.117
At the moment, however, it remains unclear whether and how militants will act in Mauritania. What
seems certain is that the post-2011 lull in violence may not last indefinitely.
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